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Black ops 4 classified zombies experience maps

i: Call of Duty: Black Ops 4 Zombies Maps Edit Share Call of Duty: Black Ops 4 Tank Dempsey, Nikolai Belinski, Takeo Masaki, Edward Richtofen Sometime between November 2, 1963 and November 6, 1963 Zombies, Crawler Zombies, Hellhounds Humanity must put an end to war - or war will put an end to mankind.
(JFK, 1961) - Mission Briefing Classified is a Zombies map included with the Black Ops Pass for Call of Duty: Black Ops 4. The fourth map featured in the game and the 28th map collected, there is a reimagining of the map Five, which was previously featured in Call of Duty: Black Ops. The map features the Ultimis crew
- the original versions of Tank Dempsey, Nikolai Belinski, Takeo Masaki, and Edward Richtofen - as the four playable characters, replacing John F. Kennedy, Robert McNamara, Richard Nixon, and Fidel Castro. The map's history follows them as they investigate the Pentagon after being teleported there from Shangri-La
via overload of a teleporter with 31-79 JGb215. With the release of Operation Grand Heist Classified can now be purchased as a standalone map without having to purchase the Black Ops Pass for $7.99 USD. [1] Overview[edit] Being a reimagining of Five, Classified's layout is mostly identical. But like Blood of the Dead,
the remake of Mob of the Dead, there are some new rooms added to the map, including Central Filing and headquarters on the ground floor, and the Server Room in the War Room. Perk-a-Colas will be replaced by the new benefit system introduced in Black Ops 4. In addition to this, the steps taken to reach pack-a-
Punch Machine have also changed. There are also several new Mystery Box locations as well, with the first Mystery Box location being either in the headquarters or at the top level of the War Room. The map also introduces two new buildables; Riot Shield and Teleporter Signal Amplifier, the latter being used to access
the Pack-a-Punch Machine. With this modified teleporter, players can use the Pack-a-Punch Machine found in Groom Lake, the same location found in the Moon map. Electro-Shock Defenses also returns, although the locations of the parts needed to repair them are in different locations, with one spawning in the Server
Room and the other spawning in the Pork Research Laboratory. Winter's Howl is also back, and can be retrieved from mystery box and by completing the Project Skadi mission. Unlike the original version, the Pentagon Thief is absent; He is instead replaced by Hellhounds. Like the original map, Zombies crawls back,
and can now spawn at other levels of the map instead of just Laboratories. The Bonfire Sale power-up also returns, and can be purchased by opening up areas of Groom Lake, which are achieved by surviving in the 7 area a few rounds without leaving or going down. | edit source] Weapons[edit] Buildables Riot Shield
Teleporter Signal Amplifier Electro-Shock Defenses Easter Eggs[edit] HistoryBased Easter egg[edit] Classified does not have a traditional map Easter Egg, rather having outro cinematic is triggered by reaching round 150. Weapons[edit] A free Winter's Howl can be obtained upon completion of Cold War Remedy.
Musical Easter Eggs[edit] The song, Shockwave by Kevin Sherwood can be activated by interacting with three bottles of vodka hidden around the map. A bottle can be found in Central Filing, in the middle of the room, placed on top of a set of filing cabinets. Another bottle is located in the War Room on the lower floor,
under one of the control panels. The second bottle is located in Labs in the Porcine Research Lab, in a closet in the left corner of the room. Jumpscare[edit] A jumpscare with an image of Primis Richtofen from the PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 versions of Black Ops III can be found by aiming a light at a building on the left
side of Groom Lake with a sniper rifle. Outro Cutscene[edit] Transcription Inside Hangar 4, post-Moon Ultimis is seen in a cell sitting together. Ultimis Takeo: We do not understand ... Earth? We saw it destroyed! But here we are! Ultimis Dempsey: There's more time travel nonsense, Roof. It just hasn't happened yet.
Speaking of BS ... Ultimis Dempsey gets up and walks over to the end of the cage before turning around and walking up to Ultimis Richtofen. How the hell did you get back in your body, Doc? Ultimis Richtofen: (moves over on his seat and laughs) Does it matter, Dempsey? Ultimis Dempsey then sits down between
Ultimis Nikolai and Takeo, leaving Ultimis Richtofen on the other side of the cage. Ultimis Nikolai: I'll tell you what matters, the Americans still give Nikolai his vodka! Ultimis Nikolai begins to drink his vodka when suddenly a portal is formed in the cell. Primis goes through. Primis Nikolai: Is that your plan, Nikolai? To give
up, and drink yourself to oblivion? Or do you want to make a difference, for once in your life? Ultimis Richtofen: (to Primis Richtofen) You?! Oh, scheiße. You four have to come with us. In time, it will make sense. But now- Groom Lake Alarm: Intruders at the base! Hangar 4! Primis Nikolai: Now we have to go. Quickly,
there is a war to be fought. Ultimis Dempsey turns to Primis Nikolai. Ultimis Dempsey: War? What kind of war? Primis Nikolai: A war unlike anything you've ever seen. Primis and Ultimis are seen opposite each other's respective counterparts. Primis Nikolai: The Great War. References[edit] Main article: Classified/Quotes
Reels, Punched Cards and Phones[edit] Main article: Classified/Reels, Punched Cards and Phone Messages | edit source] Main article: Classified/Ciphers Documents[edit] Main article: Classified/Documents Wisps[edit] Main article: Classified/Wisps Gallery[edit] Promo for Classified as shown in Black Ops Pass promo.
A schematic for the American pyramid Device.A schematic for the bus driver seen in TranZit.A portrait of Primis Nikolai Belinski. Last generation Richtofen Jumpscare. It's more time travel nonsense, Roof. Speaking of B-S...... How the hell did you get back in your body, Doc? Richtofen laughs at Dempsey.Richtofen
questions the importance of Dempsey's question. Nikolai drinks from his vodka bottle. Nikolai's expression sours when Primis enters the cell. Primis Nikolai enters through a portal. Primis Nikolai yells his older counterpart, asking him if he wants to make a difference for once in life. Primis Richtofen reunites with Ultimis
Richtofen.Primis Nikolai tells Ultimis that they must come with them. Ultimis Dempsey asks Nikolai what war to fight. A war unlike anything you've ever fought... the Great War. Add an image to this gallery Videos[edit] Official Call of Duty® Black Ops 4 - Classified Zombies Experience IntroOfficial Call of Duty ® Black Ops
4 Zombies - Classified TrailerClassified Ending Cutscene (PC)Add an image in this gallery Trivia[edit edit] It is revealed that Ultimis was able to survive after the survival of the Moon, After being teleported to Groom Lake in 1963, where they were soon captured and experimented on by the US government in Hangar 4 in
Groom Lake. It is also revealed that Ultimis Richtofen was able to regain his body after his zombified self interacted with his body in the hangar after completing his mission with his Primis version. A note on one of the podiums in the spawning room says that there was an outbreak in the Pentagon on October 18, and
that everyone who was infected is being held in the labs for study. It also refers to the upcoming meeting between JFK and Fidel Castro. A previously dark portrait of Primis Nikolai Belinski will appear in the panic room after knifing all crooked presidential portraits in the offices. This will cause Ultimi's Edward Richtofen
portrait to fade to black. If the door to the room in the headquarters containing Robert McNamara is interacted with enough times, Samantha will shout He said, leave him alone! and a total of forty Nova Crawlers will spawn. Unlike the original map, the windows in the lab will remain closed after the power is turned on,
preventing players from jumping through them. References[edit] Call of Duty: Black Ops 4 Zombies Maps Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. From Activision launches free to play Call of Duty: Warzone, Warfare becomes the best-selling Call of Duty of all time, to the release of War,
2020 shaped up to be a pretty big year for the franchise. As we enter 2021, we wanted to share our expectations and speculations about what comes from the Call of Duty world. We expect the new Call of Duty 2021 game, new seasons of content for Black Ops Cold War &amp; Warzone, new content for Call of Duty:
Mobile and potentially Modern Warfare content to come. Let's go through what we expect in 2021 from the Call of Duty world. Speculation: Call of Duty 2021 Well of course we all know there will be a new Call of Duty game coming in the fall. But the speculation, and the mystery, surrounding the title is which studio is
developing it. Call of Duty was on a fairly set 3-year development cycle starting in 2014 with Call of Duty: Advanced Warfare. Sledgehammer Games was added to the rotation along with Infinity Ward and Treyarch to give teams an extra year to release their latest Call of Duty title. This cycle, of course, was up-end in
2020 when Sledgehammer Games' was no longer the lead on the title (as revealed in May 2019), and Activision put Treyarch in the lead. Treyarch released Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War in November 2020 with a less than 2 year development cycle with Raven Software as a co-developer. This leaves the big
question: which team is on the 2021 Call of Duty game? Sledgehammer Games has rebuilt its studio a lot over the past four years in the shadows. The team lost a large portion of its staff in 2018 when Activision removed studio co-founders Glen Schofield and Michael Condrey. SHG revealed on Twitter that it has hired
over 150 new people by 2020 alone, and the team is working on several projects. They have been credited as a support studio for Modern Warfare, Warzone and Black Ops Cold War. But now it asks to ask: are they ready for the limelight again? Is this team ready, with a full premium Call of Duty experience, for 2021?
That may be the case. What could their game be: Advanced Warfare 2? Vietnam War related? Future games? The other potential possibility is Infinity Ward making the 2021 Call of Duty in an abbreviated two-year development cycle, but it seems a little less likely because the team worked a lot on Call of Duty: Warzone
and Modern Warfare's post-launch season, along with Raven. It seems more likely that Infinity Ward will take the three years to get ready, but we may be in too soon. Confirmed: New Black Ops Cold War content There will definitely be new Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War content coming through 2021, with new
seasons of new Battle Passes and more. Treyarch has promoted the launch season after launching as the biggest Black Ops year to date. New seasons come with new Battle Passes, new MP maps and modes, new Gunfight experiences, new weapons and more for players to experience. There are also the new
Zombies maps that fans have been All content will be free, except for the paid levels of battle pass &amp; store packages. Zombies fans have new map experiences to look forward to, with the Dark Aether story continuing. One of the things that is not clear is how many new Zombies maps will drop in 2021. In years past,
Season Pass (or Black Ops Pass) gave fans the number of post launch Zombies maps to expect: 4. Will 4 be standard even with free Zombies maps? It remains yet to be seen. Confirmed: New Warzone Content Call of Duty: Warzone continues to be incredibly successful for Activision with over 80 million players since its
launch in March 2020. 2021 will see more content for Warzone, with its integration with Black Ops Cold War. New seasons will bring new Battle Pass and cosmetic content for Warzone players. There will be updated weapon rotations and balancing as Raven Software looks to balance out Modern Warfare &amp; Black
Ops weapons together in this world. Beyond the usual expected content, there are also rumors suggesting that a new, large map for Warzone may be coming. Back in June this year, YouTuber TheXclusiveAce posted a video highlighting some zones of the Warzone map he received from a source. That map, which is
rumored to be set in Russia (or mountains in that region), has not yet been officially confirmed. There is no timeframe for when this new map will debut, but there is hope of a potential release in the first half of the year. Confirmed: New Call of Duty: Mobile Content Call of Duty: Mobile is also another successful, and now
established, pillar of the Call of Duty world for Activision. The mobile game has seen over 300 million downloads since its launch in October 2019, and recently launched in China, which will significantly expand Activision's Call of Duty audience. We can expect to see more Call of Duty: Mobile Seasons as the year
progresses. Call of Duty: Mobile development teams have released new seasons of content on an almost monthly basis, with new Battle Pass, MP maps and more in tow. There is also the possibility of extended esports support for Call of Duty: Mobile. The game hosted its first Championship events, online, in 2020 with
a partnership with SONY. Call of Duty: Mobile's e-sports are expanding in regions such as India. As always, check back to CharlieIntel for the latest news on Call of Duty: Mobile and follow our COD Mobile Twitter account for updates. Speculation: New modern warfare content Will there be new modern warfare will get
new content in 2021? Well, it's a little up in the air. We hope to see some new Modern Warfare content throughout the year, as the game still has an established fan base. Players enjoy Modern Warfare's mechanics and engine and continue to do so. Many fans have been upset recently over the game turning into a
major commercial for Black Ops Cold War, and have asked Infinity to bring more content. While there are no official announcements yet, an Infinity Ward developer on Twitter said back in late November that there is new content ready for the title, but he's not sure when it's set to go live. In addition, recent data mining



from the game's files has hinted at new content for Modern Warfare. Data miners found new Store bundles for the game, including a Soap Operator Pack as well as another new operator Sparks. Data mining previously also identified a number of unreleased MP maps, Gunfight maps and more, but there is no clarity as to
whether the studio officially plans to release them. Speculation: Call of Duty: Warzone on Mobile Our latest speculation about a potential release in 2021: Activision expands Call of Duty with more mobile titles. With the incredible success of Call of Duty: Mobile in 2020, we wouldn't be surprised to see more mobile titles
from Activision. One of the mobile titles that may be possible is Warzone dropping on Mobile. An Activision job ad in 2020 revealed that it is hiring a team to build Warzone features and more into a mobile experience. The listing stated that they were looking for someone to harvest, customize and deliver the essential
features from warzone console and PC to their best mobile instantiation. The job ad was removed and later replaced with the listing that said a new Mobile FPS title. The company has a number of job listings open to mobile developers, so it remains to be seen whether Warzone (or a potential other Call of Duty
experience) for mobile will be ready in 2021. So there you have it. This is all we expect to be released from the Call of Duty series in 2021. As always, stay tuned for CharlieIntel.com for the latest news as all this unfolds throughout the year. Years.
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